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Life Sciences is in our DNA.

LITIGATION SOLUTIONS  

Life Sciences

5 of 10 20+ years

95%500+

Our teams understands the science and  
business of pharmaceuticals, medical  
devices, biotechnology, and consumer health.

We make data your strategic advantage  
through custom AI models that enable faster  
and more favorable outcomes. 

The world’s top Life Sciences companies trust  
UnitedLex, and our elite leadership team, with  
their most complex and significant litigation  
and investigation projects.

UnitedLex legal and technology 
professionals have supported over 
1,000 Life Sciences matters.

Largest Active
MDLs Supported

Dedicated Life 
Sciences Review 
Attorneys

OUR EXPERIENCE
Our team’s expertise spans 
common legal matter types 
across four sub-industries in 
the Life Sciences field. 
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Customized Solutions for Life Sciences

The UnitedLex Difference

“

PRESERVATION & FORENSICS
A dedicated team specialized in navigating complex data landscapes that ex-
ist across your industry brings a holistic and integrated approach to legal hold, 
collections forensics, and evidence management.

DATA INSIGHTS & ANALYTICS
Our data scientists and legal professionals continually innovate on custom 
AI-models for various sectors of the industry and drive a right-sized technolo-
gy strategy for data insights throughout all phases of discovery. 

GLOBAL DOCUMENT REVIEW
Even the most straightforward litigation can generate massive volumes of 
data. With more than 500 document review attorneys who specialize in Life 
Sciences matters, clients benefit from teams who understand the science and 
business process of bringing products to market, which minimizes start-up 
time and increases quality and efficiency. 

DISCOVERY CONSULTING  
UnitedLex’s elite Life Sciences consultants design and deliver solutions that 
provide depth of understanding, mitigate risk, and result in better outcomes  
for legal departments including through our optimized discovery COEs, sec-
ondments, and expert discovery strategy.

TRIAL TEAM SUPPORT
Rely on UnitedLex for more than eDiscovery and document review. Clients 
leverage our teams’ knowledge of the evidence to support deposition prepa-
ration, transcript and exhibit summaries, and critical real-time support during 
trial when finding the key documents quickly can be everything. 

OUR TEAM APPROACH 
Life Sciences clients benefit from a global model 
with dedicated resources in each geography. Our 
training program is based on shared innovation 
with management rotations across offices. Our Life 
Sciences team work seamlessly with global coun-
terparts and simply are the best in the business. 

MEGA MATTERS 
The world’s top Life Sciences companies trust 
UnitedLex with their most complex and significant 
litigation and investigations. We partner with coun-
sel and deliver proven results for second requests, 
class actions, multi-district litigations, and large 
government investigations. 

UnitedLex is the best provider we’ve worked with in recent years. 
Your turn times and responsiveness are second to none. 
Partner, AmLaw 100 Firm, during a Life Sciences Multi-District Litigation. 


